T22 - T40 - T40W - T75

Tailored for metal production

Recovery of oil and shavings

General cleaning

Recovery of oil

Strong and reliable

T22 - T40 - T40W - T75

The “T” series. A new era in
industrial vacuums

Strong, powerful, essential

The new threephase industrial vacuums T22, T40, T40W
and T75 for wet and dry materials set a new standard in
the heavy industry vacuum cleaning.
This new range is equipped with motors from 2,2 up to
7,5 kW, allowing users to choose the most suitable model
for the different needs. In particular the 4 kW model is
available with double stage side-channel blower connected
in series for a greater vacuum (model T40) or connected in
parallel for an highest airflow (T40W).
Metalworking, ceramics, food and chemical industries can
now rely on industrial vacuums, designed according to their
production requirements, for the cleaning and maintenance
of the plants. The new vacuums are strong, powerful, essential and designed to work firstly with people and then
with processing machines.

Give a shape to your needs
Models T22, T40, T40W and T75 have been designed following the requests of production companies:
·· a large filter area for the collection of very fine dust (class
“L” and “M” filters)
·· HEPA H14 absolute filter to assure an healthier working
environment
·· big wheels, 2 castors with brakes and an ergonomic handle to easily move the vacuum
·· Longopac® to collect the material in an “endless” bag
(version GU FM)
·· manual filter shaker and manometer to check filter efficiency
·· reliable side-channel blower, needing no maintenance.
Choosing Nilfisk means choosing quality, the widest accessories range, the warranty of an international brand and 30
years of experience with manufacturing companies.

Plus

HEPA absolute filter on model T40W

Liquid cut-off on model T40

Longopac®

Manual filter shaker

Manometer

Accessories box
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